WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?
People knew how to measure time using the Moon’s phases and the Sun’s position in the sky.

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST NOTICE?
These were not an accurate way of measuring time.
Galileo noticed how chandeliers behaved as pendulums, swinging as air moved in the room.

GALILEO GALILEI

WHAT QUESTION DO YOU THINK THE SCIENTIST ASKED?
Do pendulums swing for a set rate (period) and, if they do, could they be used to make more accurate clocks?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST DO?
He carried out tests to see what made the pendulum swing for different lengths of time.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO NEXT?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST
FIND OUT?
Galileo found out that it is only the length
of the string that affects the time taken
for a pendulum to swing.

WHAT DID OTHER SCIENTISTS
DO NEXT?
• Christian Huygens used Galileo’s findings to make
the first pendulum clock.
• Quartz clocks were developed, which were more
accurate than pendulum clocks.
• Atomic clocks were invented, which were even more accurate
• GPS systems would not work properly without accurate
atomic clocks.

CANDLE CLOCKS
Alfred the Great (a Saxon
king) used burning candles
to measure time.

PENDULUM CLOCKS
Christian Huygens used
Galileo’s ideas about
pendulums to make the
pendulum clock. The accuracy
of the pendulum clock was
within about 15 seconds a day,
while that of the water clock
was about 15 minutes.

1949

The first electric clock was
invented by Sir Francis
Ronalds. It was powered
by a battery, but this was
affected by the weather.
Further improvements
came later, but the electric
clock was not adopted
until the 1890s, when
many people had a regular
supply of electricity.

1927

The Greeks used water
clocks. These measured time
when water emptied from
one vessel into another.

While watching chandeliers sway due to air
movement, the Italian scientist discovered
the key property that makes pendulums
useful as timekeepers. He noted that the time
of a pendulum’s swing is approximately the
same no matter what its mass. He realised
that this depends only on its length.

1656

The ancient culture of Babylonians was
the first known to make sundials, which
use the Sun’s movement to track the
hours in a day.

WATER CLOCKS

980

SUNDIALS

GALILEO’S IDEAS
ABOUT PENDULUMS

1814

1580s

400 BC

Prehistoric people observed the
movement of the Sun and stars and
began to record the passage of time. The
phases of the Moon were first recorded
some 30,000 years ago. Patterns were
spotted over the course of the year:
seasonal winds and rains; flooding of
rivers; flowering of trees and plants; animal
life cycles; and migration of animals and
birds. This led to a natural division of the
year, which we now know as the seasons.

1500 BC

30,000 YEARS AGO

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLOCKS

NATURAL EVENTS

ELECTRIC CLOCK

ATOMIC CLOCK
Changes in temperature
and pressure can affect
the vibration of a quartz
crystal. Atomic clocks are
not affected in this way.
Atomic clocks work by
counting the vibrations of
a caesium atom, making
them very accurate.
Without this accuracy, GPS
systems would not work.

QUARTZ CLOCKS
Instead of a pendulum or a
wheel that keeps the time,
a quartz clock contains a
crystal. When an electric
current is passed through
the crystal, it vibrates at a
precise rate, which provides
a very accurate time
measurement.
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WATER CLOCKS
How do water
clocks work?
The Greeks used water
clocks that measured water
emptying from one vessel
into another.

Watching chandeliers sway due to air
movement, the Italian scientist discovered
the key property that makes pendulums
useful as timekeepers. He noted that the
time of a pendulum’s swing does not
change for different masses. He realised
that the time of its swing depends on
its length.

CANDLE CLOCKS
How can candles be
used to measure time?
Alfred the Great (a Saxon
king) used burning candles
to measure time.

The electric clock was
invented by Sir Francis
Ronalds. It was powered
by a battery. It wasn’t very
reliable because it was
effected by the weather.
Most people at this time
did not use electric clocks
as they did not have an
electricity supply.

PENDULUM CLOCKS
Why was the invention of the
pendulum clock so important?
Christian Huygens invented the
pendulum clock. It was much more
reliable than a water clock because
it was only inaccurate by about 15
seconds a day.

1949

Why was the
electric clock
not immediately
successful?

1927

The Babylonians were the first to use
sundials to tell the time.

What did Galileo notice about
pendulums?

1656

How long ago were sundials
used to tell the time?

1814

1580s
SUNDIALS

GALILEO’S IDEAS
ABOUT PENDULUMS

980

People watched how the Sun and stars
moved and used this to note different times
of the year. Stonehenge is a good example:
stones are aligned to sunset positions
during summer and winter solstice. Phases
of the Moon were also recorded. Prehistoric
people noticed when it was particularly
windy or rainy and saw how some plants
and animals were found at certain times of
the year. This helped them to understand
that we have different seasons.

400 BC

What did prehistoric people use
to measure time?

1500 BC

30,000 YEARS AGO

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLOCKS

NATURAL EVENTS

ELECTRIC CLOCK
ATOMIC CLOCK
Why are atomic
clocks better than
quartz clocks?
Quartz clocks can
gain or lose time when
temperature or pressure
changes. Atomic clocks
do not. Atomic clocks are
even more accurate than
quartz clocks. GPS systems
need to be this accurate to
work properly.

QUARTZ CLOCKS
What happens inside
a quartz clock?
These clocks do not use
pendulums or wheels. Inside
they have a crystal which
vibrates at a steady, particular
rate. This is used to measure
time accurately
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Why was the
electric clock
not immediately
successful?

What did Galileo notice about
pendulums?

1949

GALILEO’S IDEAS
ABOUT PENDULUMS

1814

1580s
400 BC

What did prehistoric people use
to measure time?

ATOMIC CLOCK
Why are atomic
clocks better than
quartz clocks?

WATER CLOCKS

How long ago were sundials
used to tell the time?

CANDLE CLOCKS
How can candles be
used to measure time?

PENDULUM CLOCKS
Why was the invention of the
pendulum clock so important?

1927

SUNDIALS

1656

How do water
clocks work?

980

1500 BC

30,000 YEARS AGO

A TIMELINE FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF CLOCKS

NATURAL EVENTS

ELECTRIC CLOCK

QUARTZ CLOCKS
What happens inside
a quartz clock?
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THE JOURNEY
OF TIME…
We are going to learn about Galileo Galilei
and his work on pendulums.
We will be making a pendulum clock
to measure time.

VOCABULARY
GRAVITY
MASS
PENDULUM

REPEATED
MEASUREMENTS

WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?
Objects from the Palaeolithic suggest that
the Moon was used to measure time as early
as 6,000 years ago and helped people to
separate time into twelve lunar months.

Changes in weather then helped humans divide
the year into seasons.
Solar time is a calculation of the passage of
time based on the position of the Sun in the sky.

WHAT DID PEOPLE ALREADY KNOW?
People used a range of
instruments to measure time.

AN EGG TIMER

A SUN DIAL

A CANDLE

A WATER CLOCK

How do each of these measure time?

WHAT DO YOU THINK WERE THE PROBLEMS WITH THESE EARLY INVENTIONS?

AN EGG TIMER

A SUN DIAL

A CANDLE

A WATER CLOCK

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST NOTICE?
Galileo was in church one day and noticed
that the chandeliers were swinging from side
to side with a steady rhythm.

WHAT QUESTION DO YOU THINK THE SCIENTIST ASKED?

WHAT QUESTION DO YOU THINK THE SCIENTIST ASKED?

Do pendulums swing at a set rate and
if they do, could they be used to make
more accurate clocks?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST DO? WHAT WILL YOU DO?

Equipment: Stopwatch, piece of
string, protractor, modelling clay,
weighing scales, ruler.
Challenge: Change the pendulum in
any way to alter how quickly it swings.
You will be using your pendulum to
time a piece of music.
You will need to work out how quickly
your pendulum swings, using your
stopwatch.
When you are timing the music, you
will not be able to use your stopwatch.

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST DO? WHAT WILL YOU DO?

WHAT DID YOU FIND OUT?

What did you find out about what
makes a pendulum swing faster
or slower?
Were you results accurate?
What would you do differently
if you tried this again?

WHAT DID THE SCIENTIST FIND OUT?

Galileo Galilei carried out his pendulum investigations
around 1602. He found out that the mass of the
modelling clay does not affect how fast the pendulum
swings. Galileo’s results were used to make clocks with
pendulums in them. These were much more accurate.

WHAT DID OTHER SCIENTISTS DO NEXT?

A quartz clock is one that contains a quartz crystal. Atomic clocks are currently the most exact
The quartz vibrates (shakes) at a particular rate
clocks in the world. They contain caesium atoms.
(frequency) when electricity is passed through it.
Microwaves (just like those found in microwave
ovens) are used to cause the caesium atoms to
vibrate. Just like the quartz (and the pendulum),
they ‘vibrate’ at a specific rate.
Very accurate measurement of time allows GPS
technology to work.

WHAT ARE CURRENT SCIENTISTS DOING?

Helen Margolis uses lasers to make
even more accurate atomic clocks.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO NEXT?

What watch/clock would you invent?

Time travel?
Smart watches?

